
Drip strips

Marmox Polyprofil drip strips are prefabricated profiles for use as 
a drip edge, or water nose. 
Mounted on the underside of balconies, bridge caps or building overhangs, for example, 
Marmox Polyprofil drip strips will direct the flow of water, significantly reducing the risk of 
concrete damage caused by water back-flow.

Made from a light-coloured polymer concrete with a low specific weight, the weather 
proof drip strips are easy to install,  indoors and outdoors, and can be coated with epoxy 
or polyurethane resin based paints.

Key Benefits

 Q Balconies

 Q Car Parks

 Q Bridges

 Q Overhangs

 Q Awnings

 Q Soffits

Marmox Polyprofil®
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30 x approx. 25 x approx. 15 mm  
(H = approx. 14 mm)

Polyprofil Drip strip 
T3 / T3 Flex
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Polyprofil Drip strip  
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58 x 13 mm

Polyprofil Drip strip  
T60

Specification

The T3 drip profile is available 
in our special polymer concrete 
mix, allowing it to be flexible to 
accommodate curves – The T3 Flex

*Polyprofil drip strips are supplied in 1 meter lengths.
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Tel:  01634 835290
Email:  sales@marmox.co.uk
Web: www.marmox.co.uk
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United Kingdom
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Installation
Polyprofil drip strips can be cut with a diamond cutting disc, or with a fine-toothed saw or 
a grinder.

Ensure that all surfaces are clean, dry, firm and free from oil and grease, before fixing 
using Marmox MSP360 adhesive; care must be taken to ensure that the profiles are 
sealed at the joints.

Useage examples

Polyprofil drip strip 
S40 on the underside 

of a balcony slab

Polyprofil drip strip 
T3* on the underside 

of a balcony slab

Polyprofil drip strip 
T60 on the front edge 

of a balcony slab

Polyprofil drip strip 
T60 on the underside 

of a balcony slab

Polyprofil drip strip 
T3 Flex can bend 

to accommodate a 
curved overhang or 

an arch

*The T3 is suitable as an inexpensive  
up-stand or as a base profile for floors.

Pre-coated drip profiles
In addition to our standard range, we offer two 
drip profiles, the T20 and T30, that are pre-
finished with a coloured durable polyurethane 
resin coating – simply choose from the RAL 
colour chart. These offer a fuss-free way to 
create a clean edge or attractive architectural 
detailing. Please call for details.
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approx. 28 x 20 x 20 mm  
(H = approx. 13 mm)

Polyprofil Drip strip 
T20
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approx. 30 x 24 x 15 mm  
(H = approx. 11 mm)

Polyprofil Drip strip 
T30T20 T30


